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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 

TECHNICAL NOTE NO; 951 

T!ISTS ON THIN-WALLID CELLULOID CYLINDERS TO DETERMINE THE 

INTERACTION CURV3S UNDER GOMBINZD BElTDI?TG, TORSIOX, 

AND COMPRESSION OR TZNSION LOADS 

By Elmer F. Bruhn 

SUMMARY 

The report on this research project is divided into two 
parts. Part I presents the results of preliminary tests to 
datermine the modulus of elasticity of celluloid sheet; the 
effect of tcmporaturo chanqo on the value of tho modulus of 
alasticity; the creep of celluloid sheot under stress as a 
function of time; and finally tho effect of ropeatcd buckling 
failures on the original buckling strength of celluloid cyl- 
inders. 

Part II of this report givce the results of tests on a 
considcrablc numbor of thin-walled, circular celluloid cylin-' 
ders of several lengths, diameters, and wall thicknesses when 
subjected to loads producing pure compression, pure bending, 
pure torsion acting separately and in combination and of such 
magnitude as to cause failure of the cylinders. 

Ultimate strength interaction equations based on the 
test results are given for cfrcular cylinders subjected to 
combined compression and pure bending, combined compression 

.- 

and pur3 torsion, combfned puro Sending and puro torsion, and 
finally to . combined compression, bending, and torsion. I 

Limited results are given for the celluloid cylinders 
subjected to combined tension and pure bending, combined ten- 
sion and pure torsion, and finally to combined tension, bend- 
ing,and torsion. 

SlSYRICT3I.3 
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The modern airDlane body is essentially a thin-walled 
shell. In some bod$ designs, all longitudinal skin stiffen- -- ., 
ers are removed or only three longibUdj.nal Skin Stiffener8 

-- - are used, thus the thin Shell becomes the major structural' 
unit in resisting the applied external loads. In general, 
the airplane body is subjected to external forces which will- 
produce c2omprossive, bending, and twisting stresses in the - 
body structure. 

very little test information 18 available at prasont on. .._. - 
the ulti%afe strength of thin-rralled metal cylinder8 under 
combined ICads, Tarticularlg so if compression, 'bending, and 
tW-lsti:lg loads are acti.ng simultaneously. on0 reason for -m-m. 
the lack of this informat3.>n j.8 due, no doubt, to the greaf -_. A 

cost and amount of time to carry out a complete test program 
on full-size metal cylinders. The purpose. of this research. 
Project was to determine whether the tasting of inexpensive 

-: 

small cylinders fabrficntod from thin cellulcrid shoet would --. -. 
give valuable reliable data for determining the ultimate 
strength interaction relationship8 for circular thiG-waliSt .-. 
cylinders when subjected to combination8 of compressive, - ; 
bending;, clnd twis'tinq LOadS. 

4 

It is thought. that the results obtained in this project . 
have shovn dofinftsly that valu~~:gle desiza information can . ..-c 
be obtained from tests of celluloid cylfndors with coapara- 
tivelg small expenditure of time and money. . -- s =- . . . 

The funds for this research :Jzoj&ct wdrB SUppliGd by 
tha Bati.cnal Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. fha prcjodt--. 5, 
WRS Carried out as a rCgnla,r research project Under the - -._- 
Purdue Research Foundation and. the Purdue University Engineer- 
ing Experizznt Station. =- 

.c ;. ~ A .ir actual test work was carried on in the departm.ent of 
soronantics of the Sehaol of Ma-hanical and Aeronautfoal 

- 

Zingink+aring under the direct suporvlsion of Professor E.-y; 
Bruhn. The test apparatus was collstructedand the majorjty 
of the cylinder tests yere made by Kr. B. 1;. Dickinson, 
former instructor of Aeronautical Za&neering at Purtlue -’ 
Tniversity. The remainder of the tests were coapletad by'&. 
7- h. G. ICoer'ior, aanior student at Purdue, and Professor Sruhn. 
The digest of the data and thz Yriting of the report yere -- : 
carrlod out by Profossor SruLn. 

. . ..- 
;-:- -; 1. 
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The writer is indebted to Professor K. D. Wood for valu-- 
suggestions and for readfng the final repor-t-.- 

c 

SYMBOLS 

cylinder length for minimum internal frame spacing, inches 

cylinder diameter, inches 

cylinder radius, inches 

cylinder wall thickness- 

compression load ratio (non-dimensional) 

( 
Rc = applied compressive load on cylinder 

ultimate compressive load for ) cylinder -- .- -z.- 
pure bending ratio (non-dimensional) 

( 
Rb = app lied p ure bending load on cylinder 

ultimate pure bending load for ) cylinder -.- 
pure torsion load ratio (non-dimensional) 

i 
.' .: -.. -2 , 

Rs = applied pure torsion load on cylinder 
ultimate pure torsion load for 1 cylinder 

R," + RbY + 11," = 1.0 

(an equation referred to as the ultimate strength interaction 
curve where the exponents x, y, and z define th8 general 
relationships of the load ratios when a cylinder is subjected 
to a combined loading which causes failure of the cylppdor) - 

I- PRELIEtINARY TESTS A>TD STUDIBS 

Summary 

The primary object of the test project as a whole was - -./-_. 
to determine the ultimate allowable load interaction curvss- ----- 

-- ;; 
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for thin-walled cylinders when subjected to combined compres- 
sive, bending, and torsional loads. The material used for 
the test cylinders was the nitrocellulose compound commonly . 
referrod to as celluloid. It is common knowlodgo that for 
such plastic materials the stiffness of the naterial.is in- 
fluenced by temperature and also that the material suffers 
creep under stress. Preliminary tests were run to detornine 
the extent of these factors. 

The Suckling of thin-walled cylinders falls in the gen- 
eral category of elastic buckling since tho stresses that 
produce buckling are rolatively low. Tests were run on cyl- 
inders to determIne whether the ultimate buckling strength 
of cylinders was affected by repeated loading to buckling 
failure and also to determine the influance of time of load- 
ing upon the ultimate buckling strength. 

Mat er i al 

,The material for all the test units in the test project 
was cut from standard 20- by 50-inch sheets of transparent 
celluloid, which were purchased from the Celluloid Corporation. 
Three nominal sheet thicknesses were used: namely, 0.0075 inch, 
0.010 inch, and 0.015 inch. 

Stress-Strain Diagrams of Celluloid Shaat 

Figures 1 to 4 show the results of tests to determine a 
portion of the tension stress-strain curve for celluloid 
sheet material. The tast specimens consisted of 12inch. 
strips varying from 0.125 to 0.25 inch in width, which were 
cut from the 20- by 50-inch celluloid sheets in directions 
parallel to the length of the sheet and also parallel to the 
width direction. A lo-inch gage length was carefully marked 
on the test strips. The test strips were hold in position at 
one end by a rigid clamp placed to coincide with one of the 
gage marks and which was fastened to the table top. Tension 
loads were applied by means of a small flexible wire thread 
attached,to the other end of the test strip, which in turn 
passed over a nearly frictionless pulley, with small weights 
being suspended on the end of the wire to load the test strip 
in tension. 

The elongation of the lo-inch gago length was obtainod 
by a "Carl Zeissi measuring microscope set up over the gage 
mark near the free end of the test strip. Photograph No. 1 
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'shows test setup for measuring the strain for the various 
tension loads. Strain readings were taken for two series of 
loadings. In the first series the strip load was added, the 
strain was read within 6 seconds and then the load was re- 
moved before adding the next larger load. Therefore, fn this 
series the stress on the specimen existed for only a short 
interval of time. Curve A of figures 1 to 4 shows the results 
of this series of test.s. In the second series of tests the 
loads on the test strips were applied continuously and not .re- 
moved, and the loading was carried both up and down. To run 
a complete test on a strip requfred several minutes which 
meant that the test strip carried tensile stress for a consid- 
erable length of time. CurvesfB of figures 1 to 4 show the 
results of these tests. 

Creep of Celluloid Sheet 

Table 1 shows the results of tests to obtain information 
on the effect of stress intensity and time of stress duration 
upon the creep action of celiuloid sheets. A test strip sim- 
ilar to that used for obtaining stress-strain curves was used 
in this test. The test strip was loaded with increasing ten- 
sion loads and the strain in 10 inches was measured at vari- 
ous time intervals up to a maximum of 2 minutes. The results 
in table 1 are presented in graphical form in the curves be- 
low the table. 

Effect of Temperature on Modulus of 3lasticity 

Z'igure 5 shows the affect of temperature change upon the 
stiffness in tension for celluloid sheet material. Thin strip 
specimens similar to those used for obtaining the test data 
for the stress-strain curves as previously discussed were cut 
from the 20- by 50-inch celluloid sheets. These strips were 
loaded in tension by a single load and the elongation in a lo- 
inch gage length was obtained by a measuring microscope. The 
modulus of elasticity was computed on the basis of this unit 
strain and the accompanying stress, Tests were run ai room 
temperature varying between 65' and 95' F. Tht 
curves in figure 5 should not be considered as giving the cor- 
rect value of 3, since only one point on the stress-strain 
curve was obtained. The purpose of the tests was only to ob- 
tain a measure of the effect of temperature change upon the 
stiffness of the celluloid sheet In tension. 
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II General Oolnclusions from Stress-Strain, Creep, 

and Temperature Tests 

6 

l 

1 

The following genaral conclusfons can be drawn from a. 
-- study of the results (figs. 1 to 5 and table 1): 

1. The modulus of elasticity in tension for the 20- by 
50-inch celluloid. sheets is not the same for stresses paral- 
lel to the length and wiidth of the sheets. The difference, 
however, is usually less than 10 percent. (See fig. 5.1 

3 There is considerable variation in the value of the 
modulci of elasticity with sheet thickness. The thinner the 
sheet the higher the stiffness. The variation for sheets of 
0.0075-inch and 0,015-inch thickness is around 20 percent. 

3. Over the range of stress used in the stress-strafn 
tests, the resultfng curve is practically strafght. Refer- 
ence to the buckling stress for test cylinders in the latter 
portion of this report will show that the maximum stress at 
buckling was around 300 to 400 psi, which stress range falls 
on the lower portion of the stress-strain data of figures 1 
to 4, I.uhere the relationship between stress and strain is 
definitely a straight line. It is assumed that the comprss- 
sive stress-strain relation at low compressive stresses ia 
the same as for tension stresses. The buckling of the cyl- 
inders should therefore fall in ths elastic category if the 
influence of creep is eliminated. 

4. An increase in temperature decreases the stiffness 
of the celluloid sheet materfal. For example, for a sheet 
G.010 inch in thickness, the stiffness changed from approx- 
imately 450,000 psi to 400,000 psi when the temperature was 
changed from 65' to 95' F. (See fig. 5.) 

5. celluloid sheet under stress suffers the character- 
istic generally referred to as creep. Table 1 shows, however, 
if the stresses are kept under 500 psi and the time interval 

T of stress applfcation withiln 0.25 of a minute, the unit 
strain due to creep is negligible. 

These preliminary tests on stress-strain properties 
l therefore definitely indicated that if reliable and consist- 

ent comparatZve results were to be obtained in testing cellu- 
loid cylinders under combined stresses, the tests on any cyl- 
inder should be run at the same temperature and that the time 
Interval used in applying the loads should be short and that 
it should be kept nearly the same in order to eliminate the 
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. influence of temperature and creep on the buckling strength 
of cylinders fabricated from thin celluloid sheet. . 

Preliminary Tests to Determine Effect of Repeated Failure 

and Effect of Time of Loadir;g on Cylinder Strength 

Two preliminary test cylinders were fabricated. They 
will be referred to as cylinders P-l and P-2. Cylinder P-l ' 
was 6.87 inches in diameter, 7 Inches long, and had a wall 
thickness of 0.0075 inch. Cylinder P-2 was the same as cyl- 
inder P-l except the length was 28 inches. The method of 
fabrication of these two cylinders was similar to that of 
the cylinders in part II of this test program, which is de- 
scribed in detail in part II. 

These two test cylinders were loaded in pure bending _. 
and pure torsion by means of a system of levers, wire thread, 
and nearly frictionless pulleys. (See fig. 6 for schematic 
diagram of the loading system.) (See photos. Nos. 2 to 9 . 

: for pictures of these-cylinders.) 

Table 2 gfves the results of the pure bending and tor- 
sion tests on test cylinder P-l, Bine tests each were made 
in bending and torsion and the load which caused buckling 
failure each time was read on the platform scale. As shown 
in table 2, the time interval required to produce buckling 
faflure wa's varied between 0.10 to 0.93 minute for the pure 
bending tests. The scale loads to cause failure for the 
first and ninth tests were 3 pounds 8.3 ounces and 3 pounds 
8.4 ounces, reepectively, with time of loading 0.10 and 0.13 
minute, respectively. Thus, after the cylinder had failed 
by buckling eight times, the ninth time gave a failing 
strength practically the same as the first loading when the 
time of loading was kept practically the same. When the 
time of loading was increased to 0.93 minute (see table 2), 
the scale load which caused failure dropped to 3 pounds 6.5 
ounces, or a decrease of 3.3 percent from the strength in 
test No. 1 where time of loading was 0.13 minute. 

Table 2 also gives the results of nine tests in pure 
7 torsion. The percent difference between the strength of the 

cylinder in the first and ninth tests was 0.66 and the max- 
imum varilatfon from the average strength of nine tests was 
2.2 percent. 
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c Tables 3, 4, 5, and 6 give the results of repeated fail- 
ure tests on test cylinder P-2 in pure torsion and pure bend- 
ing. The cylinder in table 3 was 28 inches long. For the 
tests in tables 4, 5, and 6, intermediate bulkheads were added 
to the original cylinder, thus giving cylinders with L/D 
ratios from 1 to 4. The time of loading to cause failure was 
varied. As indicated by the results Zn these tablos, the max- 
imum variation in strength under repeated loadings was not 
large. 

Failure of all'the test cylinders was sudden. At the 
first evidence of buckling the scale reading dropped off, and 
as the buckles spread and increased in depth the scale read- 
ing decreased. Thus it was necessary only to watch the 
pofnter on the balance scale to obtain the buckling strength. 
The buckling was not explosive in character but progressed 
from a small buckle to large buckles fn a fraction of a sec- 
ond. Thfs type of failure also was true for all the combined 
load tests for the test cylinders in part II. 

General Conclusions, from Tests of Preliminary 

Cylinders P-l and P-2 

The results in tables 2 to 6 indicated that the buckling 
strength of thin-walled celluloid cylinders in pure bending 
and pure torsion remained pract.ically the same under repeated 
failure tests, if the'time of loading was kept the same. 
This fact would tend to indicate that reliable comparative 
results could be obtained for tha shape of the interaction 
curves, under combined loadings, since a single test cylinder 
could be loaded to failure many times without affecting its 
original failing strength. 

I 

Sfnce temperature change affects the elastic proportias 
of celluloid sheet the tests on any one cylinder should all 
be run with the same room temperature. 

+ 
,I1 - TESTS ON CYLINDERS UNDER COMBINED LOADS 

. Summary 

Part II of this report presents the results of more than 
a thousand individual tests on 29 variations of test cylinders 
when subjected to combined loads involving compression, 



, 
. tension, pure bending, and pure torsion. Xquations for ulti- 

mate strength interactton curves based on the test results 
are presented. 

Test Specimens 

All test cylinders were fabricated from standard 20- by 
5Linch sheet celluloid which was purchased from the Celluloid 
Corporation. Three sheet thicknesses were used, the nominal 
thickness boing 0.0075 inch, 0.010 inch, and 0.015 inch. A 
few cylinders using a sheet of 0.0050-inch thickness were made 
but perfect cylinders without local buckling could not be ob- 
tained with this thickness and thus the 0.0050-inch sheet 
thickness was not used for any cylinder load tests. 

The following table gives information regarding the va- 
riation of the thickness of the sheet units which made up the 
test cylinders. As i'ndicated,the variation was considerable. 
This fact is not considered serious, since the preliminary 
tests in part I showed that a celluloid cylinder could be 
repeatedly loaded to failure with very little change in the 
ultimate buckling load; thus if the same cylinder is used for 
a complete series of tests, the variation of sheet thickness 
is common to all tests and thus its influence on the results 
should not be of appreciable importance. 

Variation in. Sheet Thickness 

thick- tioh 
nes’s 

Measured thicknesses along circumference of test cylinder 'b-) 

0.015 0.0170, 0.0167, 0.0164, 0.0163, 0.0161, 0.016, 0.0159, 0.016, 0.016 6.9 

9.010 0.0102, 0.010, 0.010, o.ooga, o.oog-(, o.oog5,wlog4, 0.0096, 793 
4 i 0.0075 0.0073, 0.0072, 0.0072, 0.0073, 0.0074, 0.0075,0.0076, 0.0075 5.5 

. 

') 
,Table 7 gives a summary of geometrical data on the cyl- 

inders which were tested. Sixteen individual test cylinders 
were fabricated. These cylinders were modified to give the 
29 test cplinders in column (2) of table 7. For example, 
cylinders originally were fabricated with lengths of approxi- 
mately 7, 10, and 14 inches in length. After these lengths 
were carried through a complete series of tests, the length 
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of the cylinder was cLanged either by cutting a portion off 
the cylinder or by inserting intermediate bulkheads between 
the end bulkheads of the test cylinder, which would thus 
change the L/D ratio for the cylinder. 

Two cylinder diameters were used: namely, 7 inches and 
12 inches, approximately. The lengths of the 7-tnch diameter 
cylinders varied from 14 inches down to 3.5 inches and the 
12-inch diameter cylinders from 6 inches to 12 inches in 
length. Three sheet thfcknesses were used: namely, 0.0075 
inch, 0.010 inch, and 0.015.inch. The r/t (radiusfthickness) 
value of the test cylinders therefore varied from 230 to 800. 

Fabrication of Test Cylinders 

The lengthsof the 6.88-inch diameter cylinders ~~813.8 
inches, lDi15 inches, 6.85 inches, and 3.40 inches. For the 
12-inch diameter cylinders two lengths: namely, 6 inches and 
12 inchos,woro fabricated. For the shorter lengths of the 
6.88-inch diameter cylinders a circular wood form block was 
found satisfactory for forming the cylinders. Sheets 21.7 
inches in length which allowed 0.1 inch for overlap were 
wrapped around the form block and held in place with a cloth 
tape. A permanent joint at the overlap was made with amyl 
acetate, which is a solvent for celluloid. This fluid was 
run in between the overlapping sheet edges by capillary ac- 
tion. In several minutes' time the sheets were securely 
joined together and the cloth tape could be removed and the 
cylinder removed from the form block for insertion of the 
end bulkheads. 

For the longer cylinders, difficulty was encountered in 
making a perfect circular wood form block, and thus the longer 
cylinders of 6.88-inch diameter and all the 12-inch dfameter 
cylinders were fabricated as follows: 

The sheet was cut accurately to the required length plus 
0.1 inch for overlap. ,One edge of the shaet was clamped to a 
square wooden bar,leaving about l/4 inch protruding out frGm 
the face of the clamp and resting on the face of the square 
bar. The other end of the sheet was brought around under the 
squaro bar and slipped under the sheot edge protruding from 
the clamp. Resistance of the clamped free edge of the sheet 
to bending provided the force necessary to keep the Other 
free edge in contact with the clamped free edge. The O.l- 
inch overlap of the sheets was welded together by inserting 
amyl acetate by capillary action. The forms and apparatus 
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. for fabricating the cylinders are shown in p'hotographs SOS. 
10 and 12. 

The cylinders Were held in a circular shape by the in- 
sertion of a circular bulkhead at each end. The end bulk- 
heads wore made from 3-ply plywood l/4 inch in thickness and 
tvoro turned out to the exact required diameter on a lathe. 
Tho cylinders were mounted in the test jig as cantilever 
beams.; thus one end bulkhead was fastened rigidly to the test 
jig. The test loads were applied to the other end bulkhead. 
For applying bending and torsional couples a wood arm 35 ' 
inches fn length was glued to the end bulkhead in the free 
end of the test cylinder. The bulkheads were fastened to the 
cylinder walls by use of amyl acetate, which providod a bond 
between the sheet and bulkhead which did not rupture under 
the cylinder test stresses. 

For some of the test cylinders intermediate bulkheads 
wc)re Inserted. These bulkhoads were turned to accurate di- 
mensions from 3/32 inch to 3-ply mahogany plywood. These 
bulkheads were likewise fastened to the cylinder walls by the 
amyl acetate. (See.photo. No. 11.) 

. In general, the shorter cylinders were made by removing 
the end bulkhead at the froe end and cutting the cylinder 
down to the desired length. This was possible because the 
repeated failure tests, the results of which are recorded in 
part I of this roport, showed that bpckling failure dfd not 
change the strength of the cylinder appreciably. 

Ilescription of Test Apparatus 

All cylinders were tested with'one end rigidly fastened 
to the test jig and all loads were applied to the other end 
of the cylinder. In building a supporting jig, it was impor- 
tent to obtain a rigid structure and yet have one .in which 
the operator of the tests would have free access to the 
mounted cylinders and the wire-pulley-lever systems for apply- 
ing the loads. Therefore the test 'ig consisted of four 
vertical corner members made from 2 - by 23- by l/4-inch angle ii 
irons. These four corner members were bolted together by 
transverse angle irons near the top and also at a point about 
18 inches above the bottom ends of the uprights. The struc- 
ture consisted, therefore, of four rectangular panels without 
diagonal shear bracing in order to Formit accessibility to 
test cylinder and loading apparatus from all sides. Since 
the test loads on the cylinder were exceedingly small 
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compared to the cantilever strength of the heavy corner mem- 
bers of the test jig, the jig supporting structure could be 
classed as a rigid structure. 

One ond bulkhead of tho test cylinders was bolted to a 
heavy wood block, which in turn was bolted to steel angle 
irons attached to the upper transverse jig structural members.. 
The lower transverse angle ircns supported a l&-inch thick 
wood floor which provided tha support for the speed reducers 
and the scales for measuring the reactions from the lever 
system which was US8d to apply the loads to the cylinders. 

Figure 7 shows a diagramatic sketch of the test jig. 
Photograph Eos. 17 to 20 show various views of the test jig. 

Apparatus for Applying Pure Pending and Pure Torsional Loads 

pigure 8 shows a schematic diagram rJf the bending and 
torsion apparatus. Pure bending and pure torsion were ap- 
plied by a single spoed reducer. This unit, hand cranked, 
pulls do'wn on lever (A), one end of which rests on a platform 
scale. The other end is connected through a movable pivot to 
a second lever (B), on either end of which is a frictionless 
pulley. 

For the torsion apparatus a wire is attached to one 8nd 
of the lever (G) on the bottom bulkhead,of the test cylinder. 
The wire is drawn horizontally at right angles to the lever, 
scross a pulley mounted on the test jig structure, down and 
around the pcil~ey on the end of lever (a). It is then 
brought to the back of the test jig around two more pulleys, 
past the back crd of lever (C) and around the last pulley, 
where it reverses %ts direction and returns tc be attached to 
tte Other 8nd of lever (C). Thus, a pull-down cn lever [53) 
will apply a pure torsion couple to the test cylinder. 

For the pure bendfng apparatus (see fig. 8) a second 
wire is attached to the near. end of lever (C). This wire is 
brought down around the second pulley on lever (B), thun 
passes up stud across the top of the jig to the 3ther side, 
then down and fastens to the other end of lever (C). Thus, 
a down-pull on lever (3) also applied a pure bending load to 
tha test cylinder. 
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Apparatus for Applying Axial Compression 

The axial compression load on the test cylinders was 
applied through an entirely separate lever system. Figure 9 
shows a schematic diagram of the system for applying the com- 
pression load to the test cylinders. A scale, a speed re- 
ducer, and three levers were used. The first lever (A) is 
supported at one end on the platform scale, the other end 
rests in a connecting pivot to the end of the second lever (B). 
The Other end of Levar (B) was supported on the rigid test jig 
frame. Lever (3) is attached to one sod of lever (C) by a 
flexible wire. Lever (0) is pivoted at a short distance frorc 
the other end from which a w%re is dropped through a hole in 
the upper platform of the test jig to attach by a hook to the 
midpoint of the lower cylinder bulkhead. Thus a down pull on 
laver (A) will apply a pure compression load to th8 test cyl- 
inder. 

Lnfluoncs of I'riction in Loading System 

Although so-called lrfrictionlesst' pu.lleys were used to 
support, and guide the five wires by tvhich bending and torsion- 
al couples were transmitted, a check was mad8 on the amount 
of friction in the wire-pulley loading system. Tests made on 
each loading system: namely, bending, torsfon, and compression, 
showed that the friction loss remained directly proportional 
to the magnitude of the applied-loads. Thus the friction fac- 
tor was constant regardless of load. Since tho test data as 
illustrated In the appendix is in the form of load ratios in 
order to plot interaction curves, the frfction factor cancels 
out and hence may b8 disregarded in plotting load interaction 
curves. If the true cylinder forces are wanted i.n order to 
calculate stresses, the friction factor must be considered as 
explained in the appendix. 

General Test Procedure 

To obtain test data for plotting ultimate strength inter- 
action curves under combined compression,, bending, and torsion 
loads, it iS necessary t0 determine the Ultimate Strength Of 
the cylinder under each of the thre? types of loading actizlg 
separately as well as under various combinations of .the three 
types of loading. 

The test results as given in part I of this report showed 
that if cylinder tests were run at the same room temperature 
and the time of loading was kept within 10 to 20 seconds, 
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. 
consistent results could be obtained in tho repeated ultimate 
buckling strength of celluloid cylinders. Therefore in mak- 
ing a series of tests on a cylinder, special effort was made 
to keep tho rate of loading approximately the same with the 
time of test around 10 to 15 seconds. 

For any given test cylinder, the general steps in the 
test sequence were approximately as follows: 

. 1. Pure bending test 

2. Pure torsion test 

. 3. A series of five tests in combined bending and torsion 
with different proportions of bending and torsdonal loads 

4. Check tests of pure bending and pure torsional strength 

~5. Pure compression test 

6. A series of tests in combined torsion and compression 
using controlled values of compression - for example, 0.2, 0.4, 
0.6, and 0.8 of the ultimate compressive buckling strength 

7. A series of tests in combined bending and compression 
using controlled values of compression - for example, 0.2, 0.4, 
0.6, and 0.8 of the ultimate compressive buckling strength 

8. A series of tests for combined compression, bending 
and torsion using controlled values of compression equal to 
0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 of the ultimate compressive strength 

9. On several of the test cylinders a series of tests for 
combined tension, bending, and torsion were run. Controlled 
values of tension based on the ultimate compressive strength 
were used, the tension being regarded as negative compression. . 

c 

10. On a number of test cylinders, the pure bending force 
was replaced by cantflever bending due to a transverse load 
and a series of combined loading tests were run as described 
above. 

. 
Step 1 involved the application of a bending couple only 

to the test cylinder and increasing the magnitude of the coup10 
until the cylinder failod by buckling on the compression sido. 
The tare and gross scale readings were recorded, together with 
the lengths of the levar arms and the room temp.erature. 
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The procedure in step 2 was similar, with a torsion 
couple being applied until the cylinder failed by buckling 
on diagonal lines around the cylinder. As before, the scale 
readings and lever arm lengths were recorded. 

In step 3 bending and torsional couples were applfed 
simultaneously. 

Step 4 provided a check on the maximum bending and tor- 
sional strength. This step was repeated after approximately 
every eight individual tests to provide a continuous check 
on the cylinder strength as compared to its original strength. 

Step 5 involved the applying of a pure compression load 
to tho cylinder until the cylinder failed by buckling. The 
scale readings and lever arms were recorded. 

Step 6 was similar to step 3, 
compression 

with bending replaced by 
in order to obtain data for the interaction curve 

in conbined torsion and compression. 

Step 7 was the same as step 6 with bending replacing 
torsion. These results gave data for plotting the interac- 
tion curve in combined compression and bending. 

P Step 8 consisted of a number of tests in which bending 
and torsional couples as wall as compressive loads were apt- 
plied to the cylinder until it failed by buckling. In these 
tests the compression load was kept constant, while the cou- 
ples were increased in magnitude until failure occurred. 

Photographs Nos. 21 to 33 illustrate the buckling pat- 
terns of the cylinders under the various types of loading. 

Test Data 
. 

All the cylinder test data are recorded in the form of 
graphs, which are included in this report. To illustrate the 
form of the test data, two tables of test data for two test 
cylinders are presented in the appendix. The explanation of 
the test terms also are given there. 

c 
Results and Discussion 

Results of Tests for Cylinders in Combined Compressfon 
and Pure Bonding 

Figure 10 shows a plot of the load ratio R, against 
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. the load rati. Rb 
tests. 

as obtained from the various cylinder 
The values for the plotted points are taken from 

the tables in the appendix. The teat values in figure 10 
aro plotted without distinction of r/t or L/D of the 
cylinders. The results show that the majority of the test 
r'esults lie above the straight line relationship as given 

,by the equation R, + Rb = 1. A mean curve through the 
test results is given closely by the equation R, + Rb'*'=l, 
which is plotted on figure 10. 

t 

Figure 11. shows a plot of the test data for the cylinders 
divided into three gr’oups, each having a different 
(length/di ameter) ratio. 

L/D 
For the two cylinder groups with 

L/D near 1.0 and 1.5 to 2.0, respectively, the interaction 
equation R, + R&l ,= 1 represents mean results. For the 
cylinder group for L/D = 0.5 to 0.67, the mean of the test 
results appears to fall between a straight line and the equa- 
tion zc + RbLsl = 1. Thus the general conclusion is drawn 
that the lower limit of the test results is closely approxi- 
mated by the interaction equation 8, + Rb = 1 and the mean 
results by the equation Rc + Rb 1.1. = 1. 

. 
The r/t (radius/thickness) ratio for the cylinders 

which varied from 230 to 800 appears to have no influence on 
the load ratio B, and Rb. (Se3 fig. 11.) 

Results in Combined Compression and Pure Tors%on 

Bigure 12 shows a plot of the load ratio R, against 
the load ratio R, as obtained for all cylinder tests. The 
test values in figure 12 are plotted without distinction of 
r/t or L/D of the cylinders. In figure 12 the mean of 
the test data is approximated closely by equations 
R, + Rs2*5 = 1 and R,r" + Rsao6 = 1, the first equation 

checking closer at high values of R, and the other equation 
checking better at lower values of R,. The lower limit of 
all the test data is closely approximated by the equation 
-9, + Rs2 = 1, which is plotted on figure 12. 

Figure 13 shows a plot of the test data for the cylin- 
ders divided into three groups of different L/D ratio. 
The curve for the interaction equations, Rc + Rsa = 1, 
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73 
1.1 2.5 are plotted on . C + Iis = 1 and also 8, c Rg3.= 1 

theSO fig-cre2s. ,The results show that for the long cylinder 
-roup all the test values fell 09 or outsida the clz-+-o for 1;s 
tke eauaticn 

._, vi+ik -L/B 
Rc lgl + Rs2*5 f 1. For the cylinder group 

arcund 1.0 the roluation R Ia1 + Rb2” = I ap- 
C 

proximates the mean results closely. For the short cylf,nder 
group (L/l: = 0.5) the curve for the equation 
R 

C 
lo1 + Rp5 = 1 is slightly above the mean results for 

high values of R, and the curve 'R, + Rse~6 = 1 would be 
a bettsr approximation in this region. (See fig. 12.1 

Results, Combined Pure Rending. and Pure Torsion 

Figure 14 show~.a plot of the load ratio Rb against 
the load ratio Rs * as obtained for all the cylinder tests. 
Tl:a test values in figure 14 are plotted w?.thout distinction 
Of I.' i 4 or L/D for +!;a cylinders . 

"ha ,nean of :.l:e t ec,t data is closely approximated by 
elthor of t,ize eq,uatione, 'b la’1 + Rs205 = 1 or 

Rb1-5 .I- 2,” = 1 as shown cn figure.14. For large va1ue.s of 

the load ratio 9, th-2 oquatioc Rb lr5 -I- BE2 = 1 is a bet- 
ter mean aaproximation with the I- reverse being true for region 
of low values of Z 8’ The loti;:r limit of all the tesL, re- 
suits is k:iren by the equation Rb + 2,' = 1 and the upper 
lizit of theztest $ata 5s fairly well represontad by th,c 
eouation R b +Iz, =l. 

Tigarc 15 shows Y 'plot of the test data for the cylin- 
ders divided into three groc?s of different L/C ratio. 
The cxrv3s for t>u 3qUations Rb + Iis = 1, Rb""l+ RssB6=1, 
and h'c 3 -I- % s2 = 1 arc plottod on this figure. The curve 
for eq~~ation Rb =e5 + h 2 = 1 

S 
is not plotted in order to 

aVOifi ctJnr’UstOrA Of to0 IXirLy CUrvETS OI? a Small drawing. lor 
the cylinder group with L/D of G.5 to C.57 the mean test 
data is closely approximated by the curve Rbl'el -F Rssa6 = 1. 
For the cylinder group wit-h L;/iJ = 1. o., the curve from sqaa- 

tion Rb1*5 + Es2 = 1 would fall closer to the mean results 



. for test data in the range of 8- o = ii to 0.4. Tar the cyl- 
irder group with L/D = 1.5 to 2..ii, all test results fell 
near the curGe as gfven by t.ha equation Rbz + Rs2 = 1. 

r~p.tlts, Combined ~Gomgressidn, Pure Bendizlg, -w 

and Pure Torsion 

Z'i&zres 15, 17, and 18 show a plot of tLrs test results 
Zor the various test cyliniiers when loaded in combined cox- 
;3re33ion, bondin;;, an2 torsion. In runninE the casts thit 
lOAd ratio B C in coxpreesion was kept con5tant for .k ssriss 
or' tests. In gezer3.1, the ccnstant values of 9, used were 
0.2, G.4, O.G, ~52. 0.8. 

Sig?lra lc! ShG?rs a comp96ite plotting of all test cylfn- 
c. ,- r P far the four series of tests with Rc !cept constant 
a1:d equal to tke valui?a shown. The curves for three inter- 
action cqnsticna are ~>s'iOttOd on each of the four graphs: 
namely, B, c R-, + as2 = 1, Bc + Rb i Rsa*s = 1, and 

(2, + 3b1'1)1'1 + 2,"" = 1. 7ke lowor rar?ge of the test 
data, is closely approximated by the curve for the oquation 
Fw c + 9-$-+ 8/ = 1. 0 The other two equations giren above ap- 
Froximste tkfii me53 of the test data. 

I?iguros 20, 21, and 22 give a plot cf.the test resl;lts 
7he n the cylinders are diVided into three groups Yitb differ- 
dn t L/9 ratio. The curyes for the two oqaations 
9 c + a,. L + Xsae5 = 1 n-n-d (Zc + Rbl*l)l*l i 3s2*' = 1 are 
Plotted on tha rarious groups of these figures. 

7 i g7.r e 25 6 h 0 w 6 how khe test data plots when the load 
ratio z 3 iS kept constant. Ihe plotted values were ob- 
tB.iIltj& by using the curyes in 'figures 16, 17, and 18 and 
reading 33 values ol' R, aad Rb for a.coxs C,:int series of 
vzlues of 6, equal to 0 .2, 5.4, 0.6, End. 0.8, respectively. 

3 ?& ,pr ~3 6 24, 25, and 25 show a similar plot of the test 
Axta for the C~liEdarS diridch into three groups of differ-tint 
zip ratio. The results show that the maan of the test re- 
sults is closely approximated by equation B, + iib + Rs2== 1 
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or (R, -f- Rbl~l)l~l + Rs2a5 = 1. The equation 
8, +Rb +Rs2 =1 represents rather approximately the lower 
range of the test data. On figure 24 on the upper two series 
is plotted the curve for the equation R, + RbXa5 + Rs2 = 1. 
The result shows that using the exponent of Rb as was found 
L vo check mean results in combined bending and torsion is 
definitely not right for the equation for the three combined 
loads of compression,bending,and torsion. 

Results, Combined Tension and Pure Bending 

Near the end of the actual test program it was decided 
to run a feyr tests of cylinders with axial tension replacing 
axfal compression. 

- 
3'igure 27 shows a plot of the test results on two cylin- 

ders in combined tension and pure bending. The tension load 
ratio is given in terms of the compression load ratio R, 
and is noted as a negative compression. Thus, when the ten- 
sion load reached the magnitude of the ultimate comprossiva 
strength of the cylinder the load ratio R, was noted as 
-1.0. Tension loads greater than that were not applied be- 
cause of danger of breaking tLie wire thread in the loading 
system. 

Since there are test results for only two cylinders, 
the true shape of the interaction is doubtful. Z'igure 27 
indicates that the mean value of the test values is approx- 
imated by the equation i+, + 0.9 R, = 1. 

Results, Combined Tension and Pure Torsion 

Tfgure 28 shows the test results for the same two cylin- 
ders in combined tension and torsion. In the tension region 
the results of the testsare closely approximated by the equa- 
tion R, + 0.4 Rc = 3. 

Results, Combined Tension, Pure Bending, and Pure Torsion 

Figures 29 and-30 show a plot of the test results for 
test cylinders 13a and 13b loaded fn combined tensior, bend- 
ing, and torsion. Curves which simulate this data are drawn 
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on these figures. In running the tests the tension load was 
kept constant for a series of tests. 

Figures 31 and 32 show a plot of the same test data, 
but using the load ratio R, as constant instead of R,. 
Thus on figures 29 and 30 constant values of R, were as- 
sumed and corresponding valuas of Rc and Rb ware road 
from the figu?es assuming that the curves as drawn on fig+ 
ures 29 and 30 approximated the test data. 

On figures 31 and 32 the test points are compared with 
the curves for the interaction equations R, + Rb + Rs".5 = 1 
and Rc+Rb+Rs 0 =l. Although test results aro given for 
only two c~lind.ers the indications are that the interaction 
equations in the compressive range hold good for the tension 
range at low values of the tension load, since the maximum 
tension load used was equal to tho strength in pure conpros- 
sion. 

Conclusions on Results of Combined Loading Tests 

Table A on the following page gives a summary of the 
various interaction equations which closely approximate the 
test data for the various combined loadings. 

X'or a circular thin-walled cylinder in combined compres- 
sion, bezdirg, and torsion, the curve which represents the 
mean test results fairly well is given by the equation: 

(Rc + Rb=)= + Rs2*5 = 1 (1) 

FOX- 

R, = 0, 
combined compression and pure bending - that is? 
equation (1) reduces to 

Y3 1.1 
-& c +Iib =1 (2) 

For combined compression and pure torsion - that is, 
Rb = 0, equation (1) reduces to 

R 
C 

l-l + QS2*5 = 1 (3) 

For combined pure bending and pure torsion- that is, 
a, = 0, equation (1) reduces to 
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TAX.JE A.- StiKHAR~ OF IXT%.ACTIO3T EQUATIOXS aP,S%D OX TXX! DATA 

T 7 T-co of 
102diXlg rat I.0 

Interaction oauations 
- 

I 

L 

Rofor- 
OliCC 
figumx3 hm.n value of tost robxlte Lowor l&it of 

test values 

R, + Rb = 1 

R, + Rb = 1 

10, 11 

10, 11 

Ii, + Rsa = 1 

RC l.l+ Q-= 1 

Rcl'l + Bs2'5 ='.I or 
R, + R,- = 1 
Qc1*3 + B z-5 = 1 s 

12, 13 Conbinod COG- 0.5, 1.0 
prcssion and 
pure torsion 1.5, 2.0 12, 13 

Conbincd COP- 
10.5, 1.0 

prcssiol=, I 
pure bmldin~ ' 
and puro 1.5, 2.0 
torsion 

%i **a’+ R, 2a5~ 1 or 

Rbxe5 + 33s' = 1 
%" + I?$ =l 

B, + RJ, + Rsao5= 1 or 

(Rc + Rb 1.1) 1*1+ Rsa.ssl 

R, -t FLJ, + Rs2'5 = 1 or 

G.C + Rb ) 1.11-l+ %“.5 , 
S = 

14, 15 

14. 15 

Rb + Rs2 = J. 

R$.75+ x$75= : 

Rc -I- Rb + R,' = 1 

R, -I- Rb -I- Rs2 = 1 

16 
to 
26 

Combined ton- 
sion and 27 2Rb + 0.9 Rc = 1 

‘Rs -I- 0.4 Ii, = 1 28 

2Rc + A% + Rs 
2.5 

= 1 
Corhinod ken- 

sio~1, bcndiag, 
I and torsion1 

Tic + R% + Rs2 = 1 31-s 32 

l3ascd on tests rJf only tm cylinders. 
L 
"A tonsion load is considered irs. term of a rmgative R,. Zqmtion only 

good for mall tension loads. 
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'b loa= + vg5 = IL (4) 

The results indicated that the curves for equations (1) 
to (5) approximated the test results in the various condi- 
tions of combined loadings;. Thus interaction equation (1) 
can be taken as the general equation applicable to any com- 
bination of compression, bending, and torsion. (For closer 
approximations, see equatfons fn table A.) 

In summary table A, two different equations are given 
in some cases as representfng the mean test data. In general, 
the curve of one of tha equations checks the test data better 
over one portion of the test range, w4eraas the other equa- 
tion checks the test results better over the remaining por- 
tion. In general,tho differenca between the curves for the 
two equations is relatively small. 

3'or quite conservative design for thin-walled circular 
cglfnders where the L/D ratio is 1.0 or less, the test re- 
sults tndicate the following equations for the ultimate 
strength interaction curves. 

Combined compression and pure bending: 

R, + Rb = 1 

Combined compression and pure torsion: 

3, + Rs2 = 1 

CombFned pure bending and pure torsion: 
a iib+R =1 8 

Combined compression, pure bending, and pure torsion 

R, + Rb + Rsa = 1 

If the approximate mean of the test results is used for 
design purposes, tho resulting design interaction equations 
for each of the above conditions of loading, respectively, 
would be, 
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R I*' -I- ES2*' = 1 c 

d.- ?'b 1.2 + Rs2-’ = 1 

(“I2 + Bb lB1)l’l + R, 2.5 = 1 or R, + Rb + Rs2*5 = 1 
which is slightly more conservative. 

For long cylinders (L/D equal to 1.5 to 2.0), the test 
data plotted higher and the approximate interactions equa- 
tions are listed in table A. In normal fusolags construction 
tho intormediato transverse frames or rings would usually 
give a L D / ratio for the cylinder less than 1.0. 

The writer thinks that the test values on the celluloid 
cylinders as a whole tend to lean toward the conservatfve 
side because the ultimate buckling strength of the eyllnders 
decreases slightly under repeated failures. Wost of this 
gradual docreaso is taken care of by ropeating load tests in 
pure compression, bending, and torsion acting separately at 
frequent intervals and using the new values if different in 
calculating the load ratios R,, Rb, and Rs. (See tables 
in the appendix for this procedure.) 

Furthermore, in the combined tests Fhvolving compres- 
sion, bending, and torsion, the bending and torsfon loads 
were applied simultaneously through one load system and the 
compression load was run on through a separate system. 
Since it was convenient to use constant values of R, in 
running the. tests, the compression load was run on a little 
faster than the other two load systems, thus the cylinder 
was carrying the entire test compression load a fev seconds 
before the entire bending and torsion load which caused 
failure had been added. (This fact it is believed would tend 
to decrease slightly the true cylinder strength under the 
combined loads, thus it is thought that the interaction 
equations based on the mean results of the tests can be as- 
sumed as design interaction equations for circular thin- 
walled cylinders under combined loadings.) The reader should 
also refer to the general conclusions in part I of this 
report. 
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Tests of Cylinders under Combined Transirerse Cantilevar 

Donding, Compression, and Pure Torsion 

Par a number of the test cylinders, the pure bending 
load system was replaced by cantilovcr banding which there- 
foro caused flcxural shear stresses on tho cylinder. The 
bending moment on the cylfndor was produced by applying a 
side load to the free end of the cylinders. At the same 
time a compressive and torsional load was applied. Although 
a considerable number of tests were run, it is thought that 
the data were not extensive enough to draw definite conclu- 
sions regarding expressions for interaction curves. 

To illustrate some of the test results, figures 33 and 
34 are presented. These figures show the plot of the test 
results for test cylinders 6b and 15 when subjected to com- 
bined compression, cantilever bending, and pure torsion. 
The term IQ, repre,sents the load ratio for cantilever bend- 
ing. Tha curves which have been plotted through the test 
points have a considerably different shape from those fn 
ffgures 16, 17, and 18,where pure bending was used Instead 
of cantilever bending. 

Purdue University, 
Lafayette, Ind., May 29, 1944. 

APPENDIX 

Typical Test Data 

To record the complete test data for all the test cyl- 
inders would require a considerable number of pages and 
tables. To illustrate the form of the test data, the results 
for two test cylinders are presented in this appendix. The 
meaning of the table column headings is as follows: 

Cm axial compressive load on cylinder which caused failure 
under pure compression, pounds 

C axial compressive load on cylinder during a combined 
load test, pounds 

Rc load ratio on compression 
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Brn load which measures pure bending couple that caused . 
failure of cylinder under pure bending, pounds 
(Actually it represents twice the couple force.) 

3 load which measures applied pure bending moment in com- 
bined load tests, pounds 

Rb load ratio in pure bending 

If rlagnitude of actual bending moment is wanted in inch- 
pounds, rxi1tip1y a, by 10.3 for 'I-inch diameter cylinders m 
and by 16.4 for 12-inch diameter cylinders. This takes care 
of couple arm and friction factor in load system. 

Tm load which measures pure torsional couple which caused _ 
failure of cylinder in pure torsion, pounds. 
(The load is actually twice the couple force.) . 

T load which measures applied pure torsion moment in com- 
bined load tests, pounds 

c 
-9t load ratio. in pure torsion 

WOTE: In plottin g the test results the load ratfo Bt 
was given the symbol B,; ;, 3s = $- 

..m 

If actual magnitude of torsional moments is wanted, cul- 
tiply Tm or T by 10.5 inches for 7-inch diamater cylinders 
and by 16.7 inchee for 12-inch diameter cylinders. This 
takes care of couple arm and friction factor. 

Bm transverse load applied at free end of cylinder which 
caused failure of cylinder in cantilever bending, 
pounds 

P transverse applied load in combined load tests 
* : 

IlP load ratfo in cantilever bending g 
( > m 

. 
As indicated in the tables, the values of Cm, B,, and 

Tm were determined, and than a series of combined tests 
were run, after which values of Cm, Bm, and T, were 
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again obtained, followed by another series of tests,and so 
02. This process LO doubt gave a truer value of the load 
ratio B,, Rb, and at sizllce the ultimate strength of the 
cylinder changed slightly after repeated loadings, and 
since all tests were n-ot run at the same room temperature. 

l 

t 
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D = 6.88" L - 6.84 t = .ClO 

- 
%I - 

- 

- 

- 

- 
R 
P - 

- 

- 

- 

c T. P %l Tn B 

64.3 

62.2 

62.1 

63.3 

ILL*1 
l.l.c 

E:; 
52.0 

f:i 
. 

25.8 
L?u 

.831 

.676 

:2:2 

2.60 
3.82 
4.70 
6.03 

-234 

:g; 
-553 

:E 

2.77 
6.32 

l mJ- 
-571 

.3,1l 

.::$! 
4.16 

-p$ 
6:96 

10.31 

‘;wbm 
:;g a& 

.320 .908 

;:g 
4.06 
5.03 
6.01 
7.71 
8.27 
9.37 
.o. 50 
1.65 
2.31 
2.59 
.2.89 
2.74 

-x23 
-Al 

10.n 
10.38 
10.05 
9.75 

89:: 
8.27 

2% 
5.98 

';% 
2:83 

t:: 
10.73 
10.81 

.472 -841 

.558 .800 

:% '82 
.6aq -:617 
-915 -547 
-965 0450 
0988 a344 

:p1 .259 .171 
0990 .w 
,128 .982 
.074 -988 

9.89 1.51 .859 
9.59 '2.17 .832 
9.57 2.96 330 
7.70 3.15 .669 

Il.05 

u.45 

13.u. 

12.85 

Lid 

L1.1 

12.61 

11.53 

10.95 

:yl.inder lb cont. next page 
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37.92‘ t91 
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TABLE1 

EFmCT OF STECESS AND TIHX ON OREEP OF OELLULOID SHXET 

Test specimen: t = O.OO93 inch 
b = width, 0.253 inch 
gage length, 10 inches 

Unit strain due to creep Portent crocp in 
Tonsion Tension after various time intervals 2 minutes, 

load stress 
kmd (psi) 

0.25 0.50 1 l-5 2.0 unit creep 
nin. min. min; min. min. unit strain 

.5: 4; -e---e-- --m-e--- --c--I-- ---e---w 0 0 -------- ----a--- '0 0 0.0 .O 

100 94 -------- -------- 0 ----m-w- 0 200 188 -------- a.000056 .oooog3 o.oooogj, .oooioi 2:;5 
z 00 00 222 

z;: 657 

-------- -------_ .000112 .000112 .000112 .000224 .000130 .00014g 2.55 
.000335 .000335 

,'z ----w-e -------- .ooo465 .000280 .000652 .000465 .ooO633 .0008 i3 .000633 .ooogi2 % 6:so 

i;:: 1 1410 940 [ o.oooog3 .0006go .00103 .002120 .0013 &I .002120 .OG134o 6.90 7.44 

Inches increase after time interval x 1ooo 
Total. inches defldction due to load ', 

. 2.5 
I i ! ' I I I I I 
I i i Stress, psi I I I 

20 . 

Time, minutes 
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TABLE 2 -6.87" --> 
. r I 

Cylinder P-l. Length = 7 in., diam. = 6.87, t = 0.0075 -r;----- . 

1 

f 
Bullhead 7" 

Bending and torsional strength under repeated loading ,' 
with variation in time of loading. _;I-,,-- 1 

- 
Pure bending teats Pure torsion tests 

Test Scale loa& Time of Test Scale load Time of 
3 0 . at failure loading No. at failure 

(l.b)Coz) (m;rl) (lb)(o.z) 
loading 

min) 

1 3 7.3 0.13 1 3.12.5 0.10 
2 3 6.8 :20 2 3 11.8 .17 
3 3 5.9 .34 3 3 11.3 .31 

t 4 3 5.8 .65 4 3 11.1 .48 
5 3 5.5 .93 5 3 10.0 .78 
6 3 5.7 .40 6 3 10.9 .72 
7 3 6.1 . 26 7 3 10.9 .36 
8 3 6.9 .12 8 3 11.3 .23 
9 3 7.4 -10 9 3 12.1 .14 

Average 3 6.38 1 Average 3 11.31 

Maximum percent variation Maximum percent varia- 
from average of 9 testi = 1.88 tion from average of 9 tests 
percent. Percent difference = 2.2 percent. Percent differ- 
between first and ninth test ence between first and ninth 
which had practically the same test, which had approximately 
time of loading = 0.18 percent.. same time of loading, = 0.66 
NOTE: Then the cylinder buck- percent. 
led, the scale readrng dropped, 
thus the highest reading of 
the pointer on the scale was 
read and recorded. 
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TABLE 3 

Cylinder P-2. L = 28 in., D = 6.S7 in., t = 0.0075, temp. = 75’ F 

Bending and torsional strength under repoatod loading with varia- 
tion in timo of loading. 

-. 

Pure bendi,ng tests 

I 7 
8 
9 

10 
11 

Test 
30 . 

Scale load 
a f? lye OR 

3 a.0 
38 
38 
3 7.8 
3 7.5 
3 8.2 
3 8.2 
3 7.6 
3 8.7 
3 a.7 
3 7.4 

Time of 
l?adirfg 

0.81 
.a0 
.30 
-40 
.52 
.14 
.ll 
.54 
.12 
.36 
.61 

t Average 3 a.0 
I 

Maximum percent vnria- Maximum percent varia- 
tion from average of 11 tests tion from average of 11 tests 
= 1.25 percent. = 1.98 percent. 

6.871' I-, 4 _ _. ,. 

Pure torsion tests 
---- 

Test Scale load 
No. a fallye OR 

I 1 12.5 
2 1 13.0 
3 1 13.25 
4 1 12.75 
5 I 12.60 
6 1 12.10 
7 1 12.0 
8 1 13.00 
9 1 13.00 

10 1 12.40 
11 1 12.60 

Average 1 12.68 

Time of 
lpadiyg min 

0.20 
.20 
-10 
.14 
.15 
.42 
.78 
.09 
.21 
.43 
.61 
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TABLZ 4 

Sylinder P-2 (modified). One internal bulkhead 
added as indicated in sketch. 

Bending and torsional strength under repeated 
loading with variatfon in time of loading. 

. 

7- 
I I 

6.87+-~'4 _ a* 

Pure bending tests II Pure torsion tests 
I 
I 

Tt?St 

NO. 

c----- 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

i 

Scale reading 
at failure 

(lb)(oz) 

3 8.0 
3 7.8 
3 7.9 
3 7.8 
3 7.9 

Time of Test 
loading No. 

Cmin> 

0.27 1 
.30 
;24 I 

2 
3 

-35 4 
. 27 5 

I/ 

2 1.9 
2 2.0 
2 2.0 
2 2.0 
2 1.8 
2 1.1 
2 1.7 

I Aver age 3 7.88 I] Average 2 1.79 

Scale re'ading Time of 
at f.ailure loading 

(lb)(oz;) (nin) 

I 

0.17 
.21 
.33 
1 22 
.20 
.47 ~ 
.18 

1. 
Xaximum percent varia- Maximum percent varia- 

tion from average of 5 tests tion from average of 5 tests 
= 0.14 percent. = 2.07 percent. 

. 
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TABLE 5 a 

Cylinder 3-2 (modified). Two internal bulkheads 
added as indicated in sketch. 

Bending and torsional strength under repeatod 
loading with variation in time of loading. 

I 
I 
~Post I 
I--- 

NO. 

- 

Pure, bending tests 

. I 1 
2 

. 3 
4 
5 
6 .I 

Average 3 4.9 

3 4.0 
3 5.7 
3 5.0 
3 4.9 
3 4.5 
3 5.2 

0.30 
-25 
.25 
.26 
-32 
.16 

Maximum gercent varia- Maximum percent raria- 
tion from average of 6 tests tion from average of 6 tests 
= 1.7 percent. = 0.99 percent. 

6.87',!, +,.+ _ .- * 

Pure torsion tests 

Scale reading 
at failure 

(lb)(oz) 

2 7.4 
2 7.6 
2 7.5 
2 7.5 
2 7.0 
2 7.6 

0.26 
.19 
. 25 I 
. 22 
.36 
.16 

I o 
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TASLE 6 

35 

Cylinder P-2 (nodified). Three iEternal bulkheads 
added as indicated in sketch. 

Test 
Bo . 

Pure torsion tests 

Scale reading Time of 
at failure loading 

(lb)(oz) (Gin> 

3 2.2 0:15 
3 2.2 .25 
3 2.7 .12 
3 2.1 .19 
3 2.2 .20 
3 2.2 .14 

i 

Average 3 2.27 

Kaxfnum percent variation 
from average of 6 tests = 0.85 
percent. 

Internal 
bullrheads t \ 28'l 



. 

. 

2b 6.m 

- 3 Y5a 7.00 
3-b 7.00 

4 4 7.00 

52 6.90 
5 l5JJ 6.90 

5c 6.90 

6 6a 6.gg 
6-b 6.sz 

7a 7.00 
7 7b 7.00 

&a 6.90 
g 

53-b 6.90 
8c 6.90 

41516 I i I 
t = Ii/t1 I., 1 L/D 1 Remarks 

0.010 1344; 3.40 1 0.495 1 Cylinder lb cut down. 

0.015 1234T3.50 1 0.50 1 Cylinder 3a cut down. 

0.015 12341 3.50 1 0.50 1 I I 
0.010 345 13.so 1.0 Oze intermediate bulkhead 

at midpoint. 
0.010 3% 13.80 1.0 Same as 5a but second 

-j-j- .62 ’ 

series of tests. 

0.010 3% 13.so wo intemediate bulks-eads 
mated 8.6 in. anart. 

0.010 344 6.81’ 1.00 
0.010 13441 3.411 0.50 f Cylinder 6a cut dmm. 

0.015 i234i10.15 1 1.&g 1 1 1 I 
0.015 1234 10.15 0.73 One intemediate bulkhead 

at midpoint. 
0.010 3ek3.80 0.67 Two intermediate bull&eeads 

spaced 4.6 in. apart. 
0.010 '345 13.80 0.67 Saxe as.cylinder 8a. 
0.010 345 13.so 1.00 #Two intermediate hi&heads 

spaced 6..g6 in. apart. 

'Fure bending replaced by cantilever bending due to transverse 
load at free end. 
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. TABLE 7 (continued) 

37 

1 I 2 3 t 4 5 6 7 g 

Cylinder 'Pest Diam. D t = r/t L 0 
NO. cyl. x0. 

Bemarks 
= 2r 

. 
9 

9a 6.90 0.010 345 10.35 1.50 
# I 

9% 6.90 0.010 345 y,.so 0.67 L~~a~~~e~~~~ea~~ads 
9c '6.90 0.010 '3% 10.35 0.75 Two intermediate bullrheads 

spaced 5.16 in. apart. 

10 10 6.90 0.0075 460 x3.8 2.60 

I 11 11 6.m 0.0075+6o~14.0 1.00 One intermediate buxdead at midDoint. 

i 

I I I # I I 

12 12a 12.00 o.010 600 1.00 12.00 
12-b 12.00 0.010 600 6.00 0.50 

13 13a 12.00 800 12.00 lloo 0.0075 

131 12.00 0.0075 800; 6.00 0.50 

14. ' 14 12.00 go0 12.00 1.00 0.0075 

15 ' 15 12.00 lo.010 600 6.00 0.50 

1.6 1.6 12.00 o.010 600 0.99 il.9 

Bxplanation of columns: 

Column (1) 16 different official test cylinders were fabricated. 
These are numbersd 1 to 16. 

Column (2) For test purposes the 1.6 cylinders were modified to obtain 
29 separate test units. This was done by cutting the 
original cylinder down to a shorter longth or by inserting 
intermediate bulkheads to change L/D ratio. 

Column (3) Diamtor of celluloid oylimder, inches. 

Column (4) Wall thickness of celluloid cylinders, inches. 

Column (5) Radius of cylinder/wall thickness. 

Column (6) CyLinder length between center line of end bulficads. . 

Column (7) Longth/diamotor ratio. 
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Figure 1.' Tension stress-strain curve for.cel1til.oi.d sheet. 
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Figure 3.- Tension stress-strain curve for celluloid sheet. 
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Figure 9.- Schematic diagrw of apparatus for applying pure compressfon 
loads to cylinder. . . 
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Figure 10.~. Plot of test results for cylinders in combined COIIE- 
pressfon and pure bending. 
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r/t = 930 . A 
r/t t 545 * 0 
r/t - 460 I + 
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Fipre 12.- Test results for cylinders loaded in combined compression 
and pure torsion. 
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Fi.,srt; la.- Test results for cylinders loaded in combined pure 
bending and pure torsion. 
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Ex$anatlon: 
Values of lotted point8 are obtained from t&lee in the 

appendix. s V ues are plotted without distlnotlon for r/t or 
L/D cf cylindere. Bee Figurea ao, al, 88 for addition.¶l 
CurYB(I . 

The diagonal lines aa plorted above represent the 

fcllmiGx ig;;p:;;; •~3Pi)l.l+,Ba.5 I 1 

tiddlb line 2&&2.6. 1 
1msr line R&Q+Ro~ - 1 

Pigura 19.- Plot of test data for cyllndsrs loaded in oom- 

torrioo. 
bined coapres~laa, pure bending, and pure 
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Figure 16.0 Plot Of test TeSUltS-for VariOU8 t88t cylinders 
loaded in combined compression, pure bending and 

pure torsion. 
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Figure l?.- Plot of test results for various test cylinders 
loaded in combained compreseion, pure bending an 
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loaded in combined compression, pure bending and 
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prassion combined with pura bendirtg aad pure torsion. 
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Figure 32.1 Flat of test results for cylinders in combined tension, 
bending,and torsfoa. 
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Figure 33.- Test results for cylinder Sb when subjecta~d to cabined 
lateral bending, cor;pression and pure torsioa. 
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3Ygure 3%~ Test results for cylinder 3.5 whan subjected to oombined 
lateral banding, compression and torsion. 
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IJACA TN No. 951 Photo 1 to 9 

Photo. No.7. Failure of cylinder P-Z 
In pure bendiog. L/D P 4 

Photo.No.4. Failure of cyunder P-Z 
in pure torsion. L/D L 4 

c 

. 

Photo.No.3. Test cylinder.P-2. 
D = 7", L = 23", t = .OlO" 

Photo.No.6. Failure of oyUnder P-2 
in pure.bending. Tm intenmiiate 
bulkheada. L/D = 2 

Photo. No.9. Failure pr cylinder ?-2 
in pure beuding. Three inteme;late 
bulkheaas. L/D = 1. 

Photo.No.5. Failure of cylinder p-2 
in pure torsion. Two intermediate 
bulkheadds. L/D = 2 

Photo.No.6. Failure of cylinder P-2 
in pure torsion. Three intelmediate 
bulkheads. L/D = 1. 

Photo.No.1. Operator measuring 
strain for aetetination of E. 

Photo.No.2. Test jig dth 7" dip., 
2W length cylin$er in place. 

Photographs of Tests on Preliminary Test Cylinder P-2. The 
chief purpose of these tests was to determine the influence 
of time rate of loaalw'upon the bending ana torsional strength 
and alsO the effect of.repeated buckling failure upon the 
original buckling strength in pure bencing and torsion. 



Photo 10 to 20 NACA TN No. 951 

'hoto.Ho.17. The Complete Test Jig. 
L -test cylinder 
,- Lever arms for applsing beming Q torsion 
:- Speed reducer for applflng loads above 
f - Lever arms for the compression Yoke&~ 
a - Speed reducer for d 
: - Thermometer - ..- 

/- v photo.No.18. Operator Applying 
Loads to Test Cylinder. 

3 

Photo.No.19. %&onraoh of 7" diameter Photo.No.l3. A 12" diameter cylln- 
der tith end bulkheads.readv for oylinder b&l&g bder combined 

pure bending and torsional loads. - mounting in test jig. 

Photo.Mo.lC. Foms,Samole @-tinder 
ami k&tom bulkhead. A cylinder is 
being fabricated on the 7" dia. 
fom,the sheet being held in place 
by cloth tape. 

Photo.No.12. Jig for fabricating 
12" diamter wU.ndere. 

Photo.No.20. A 7" dia. 14" length 
cylinder with two internal bulkheads 
moimted in test jig. 

Phot0.No.n. The upper bulkhead,tpr( 
bottom bulkheads and two intern-l 
bulkheads for the 7" diaemeter 
test cylinders. 

Phottq.No.15. Sam a8 cylinder ih * 
No.l&but tith one ititernal bulk- 
head in position. 

Photo.No.lJ+. A 7" diemet.er cylinder 
(L/D = 2) ready for mounting'in 
test jig. 

Photo.No.16. Semi as cylinder In 
No.l.4 but with tvm internal bulk- 

f heads located at the third points. 



NACA TN No. 951 

Photo.No.2l. 12" cylinder buckling 
under pure compression load-L/D A.5 

Pnoto.No.24. 12" cylinder buckling 
under pure compression load. L/D I 1 

Pnoto.No.27. A 12" cylinder bucking 
under combined bending and compression 

.lor.diq. L/D m 1 

Photo.No.22. 32" cylinder buckling 
under pure bendins load. L/D d.5 

Photo.No.25. 12" cylinder~bucklinp 
under pure bendWg load. L/D = 1 

Phcto.No.28. A 12" cylinder buc!+ng 
under&mbinea -pressIon and torsion 
load. L/D = 1 

Photo.No.33. Buckling of 
7" cylinder in pure torsion. &oto.No.32-. Buckling of Photo.No.31. BuckUng of 

One internal bulkhead. 7s cylinder in pure bend- 7" cylinder in,.pure com- 

L/D = 2 lng.One internal bulk- pression.One intern!1 
head. L/D = 2 bulkhead. L/D = 2 

c 

Photo 21 to 33 

Photo.No.23. 12" cylinder buokling 
under pure torsion load. L/D a.5 

Phdto. No.26. l2" cylinderbuckling 
under pure torsiti load. L/D = 1 

Photo.No.29. A 12" cylinder buckling 
under combined bending and torsion 
load. L/D = 1 

Photo No.30. A 12" cylinder buckling 
under a combined compressIon ,bending 
and torsion load. L/D = 1 

The magnitude of the buckles and wrlnkles shown in the above photographs is greater than that 
pelacttted in the official cylinder tests sinoe exoe'seIvebuckUng would tend to produceloesl 
reaksess for repeated tests. -I 


